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V-SFT Update Information
V-SFT-5 (Ver. 5.4.31.0)

(1) Enhanced Alarm acknowledge function

Alarm acknowledge function is available to share wi th multiple number of MONITOUCH!

Alarm confirming operation can be shared by “Acknow ledgement Display Bit Memory Address” when 
the multiple MONITOUCH communicate with one PLC. 

V-SFT-5 has been updated to Ver. 5.4.31.0.
Some of the new functions are introduced in this MO NITOUCH+EXPRESS.

(1) Enhanced Alarm acknowledge function.
(2) Windows Font is improved.
(3) Repeat speed of calculation Switch improved
For more information of updated function, click the  following URL!!

http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/mainte/data/en/download /Update_info/V-SFT_Updateinfo_V5.4.31.0.pdf
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Alarm acknowledgement was executed on each MONITOUC H…

Acknowledgment is executed by PLC bit address at on ce!

This is very convenient.
We can share the 

information and we 
won’t waste our time!!
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Even if the common alarms for all processes was 
confirmed with the one of MONITOUCH, it was not 
possible to know from the others.
Sometime, it happened that many people handled the 
same problem.

It is possible to share the information that the co mmon 
alarm has been confirmed when alarm confirmation bu tton
was pressed on the one of MONITOUCH!!
“Alarm confirmed” can be shared with all the MONITO UCH.
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- Free upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-5

Download of upgrade exe of the configuration softwa re V-SFT-5 is available from our website.
* Sign up is required for downloading.

http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/en/download/09vsft5/ind ex.php

The latest version of V-SFT-5 Ver. 5.4.31.0
*Visit our website for more information

MONITOUCH Search

(2) Windows Font improved

(3) Repeat speed of calculation Switch improved

Adding/subtracting speed up depending on the holdin g time of the calculation switch!

Smooth Font is available!!

[Conventional appearance]
Smooth Font

[Smooth appearance]

This function is to cover the jaggy by using the an ti-aliasing.
Smooth font is a good-looking font. Which gives cle an and 
crisp view to the character expression.

[Object items]
- Text/Multi-text - Switch/Lamp
- Num. display/Char. display - Graph (Num. display)
- Message (Registration Item)

[Restriction]
- It is available with 32K-color mode or 64K-color m ode.
- Transparent function is unavailable.
- Only True Type font is supported.

(Bitmap font is not supported.)
- Blink function of back color cannot be displayed p roperly.

Operation speed increases when you press a button l onger.

Press and hold time

Output 
Value 1 2 … 10 20 … 100 200 …

×10 ×100

* See the images on the right
for the setting.

You only need to check [Speed is increased depending on how long the switch is pressed!
*If [ON function repeat] is not checked, it is automatically checked by V-SFT.

Adding/subtracting value are increased to 10 times more by every 10 times of repeat operation.

×1
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